Report from Professor Akira Senda
President IFED
Chairman, IFED 2017, Nagoya
Dear IFED friends and colleagues,
Firstly, I would like to extend my special thanks to Drs. Mark Bowes and Andy Effting, their colleagues from SAAAD
and the people from the convention agent for their kind, hard and devoted works in hosting the 9th World Meeting,
IFED2015 Cape Town Meeting. I believe over 700 or more participants gathered in Cape Town, from not only Africa
but also all over the world such as USA, Europe, Central Asia, East Asia and North America. I believe that all and
sundry were impressed by all topics and discussions presented by world top class speakers and moderators. In
keeping with the mission statement and role of IFED, the IFED world meetings promote and advance clinical and
cultural exchanges, promote levels of knowledge, techniques, materials, philosophy and so on with prime focus on
the Ethos of esthetic dentistry, prevalent at very much anyplace in the world. I also thank Prof. Gil, member of IFED
executive board, Dr. Klaff, secretary general and Amanda, administrative assistant of IFED for their keen and
effective works for the big event of IFED.
Now, we are pointing our big bow towards a new purpose, the IFED 2017 World Meeting in Nagoya, Japan held in
September 21-23, 2017. Let us gather bringing our own latest ideas, materials and concept of Esthetic Dentistry in
new era. It is also the 20-year anniversary of the Kyoto Meeting (the 2nd IFED world meeting) held successfully in
1997. The hosting academy, JAED and myself, the congress chair would welcome all of you heartily.
Sincerely yours,
Prof. Akira Senda, DDS, PhD
President, IFED
Chairman, IFED 2017, Nagoya
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OPENING CEREMONY
The opening ceremony of the IFED World Congresses is
becoming a tradition that all look forward to. This event was
no exception with fantastic examples of African culture.

Sincere Welcomes from the VIPs

Greetings From The Presidents

Sed lectus

Above left: President Akira Senda of IFED greets delegates
Above Right: President Andy Effting of SAAAD adds his warm
wishes
Right: Program Chair Mark Bowes adds his welcome quoting
Nelson Mandela “It always seems impossible until it is done”

Right:
Early
arrivals
keen to get
a good seat
Left:
Dancers
finish with
a flourish
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TEAM ATLANTA OPEN WITH
A STUNNING WIN
The opening day of the congress, Thursday, 5th November featured
clinicians from the renowned clinical practice known universally as
Team Atlanta.
Team Atlanta is comprised of internationally recognized clinicians’
inter-alia Drs. David Garber, Maurice Salama, Henry Salama and
Guilherme Cabral.
The promised level of expertise was
delivered by the quartet presenting state
of the art techniques, protocols and

disciplines involved in current

procedures derived from a solid basis of

modern perio-prosthodontic

evidenced based clinical information

procedures

and personal experience
The team occupied the whole day and
covered elements involving most

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Clear Precise and fully comprehensive question and answer
sessions were prevalent, utilizing state of the art mobile app
techniques
Utilising state of the art mobile app. technology the Scientific
Committee downloaded the Congress mobile app to all participants.
The individual could then choose a particular presenter and ask a
question. The question was then downloaded to the moderators
tablets, and they could then edit and chose the most relevant
questions without fear of duplicating questions. Excellent
innovation.
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CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
African Jazz
Traditional
indigenous tribal
music and dances
were provided at
various times
performed by highly
talented local,
musicians and
bands filling the convention
center corridors with true African beats and rhythms

Cultural Painting

Artists – patterns depicting various aspects of traditional culture,
decorated faces of willing participants

Abundant food
Throughout traditional cuisine was
available for the participants
representing many varied African
dishes
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And at the cocktail party: The Cape Carnival
The Cape Carnival Musical Bands dressed in traditional Carnival
attire and dancing with participants provided the highlight of the
Opening Cocktail Party

The Cape Carnival
The Cape Town Carnival is a glamorous celebration of
African identity, diverse communities and cultures, and the
transformative power of creativity – an ideal partner for
diverse dentistry

Plenty of room for food and gossip
The corridors and exhibit halls of the convention center were
ideal for congenial chatter and divine cuisine

Local Organising Committee
Thank you to Zelda Coetzee and her great crew
This would not have happened without you
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Program Presentations: Dazzling Science
illustrating the Paradigm Shift at the highest level
The previous 8 World Congresses were memorable for the
outstanding content of the individual scientific programmes. The 9th
meeting did not disappoint and indeed many of the delegates felt
that the programme surpassed many previous meetings. The
programme consisted of the usual slide presentations, inter-active

protocols were fully discussed throughout the day at highly sophisticated
levels. Presenters included Carlo Poggio; Oded Bahat; Homa Zadeh;
Walter Devoto; Renato Cocconi; Howard Gluckman; Avishai Sadan;
Sillas Duarte Jr. The overriding message of the day was the illustration of
how

effectively our noble profession has learnt to respect human tissue, hard
lectures and individual workshops which were all packed to the

and soft.

rafters. All disciplines of dentistry were represented and the

Day two extended the topics into more minute detail and dissection and

presenters should be congratulated on actually adhering to the theme

was equally triumphant in the manner in which the various messages were

of the meeting, THE BIG FIVE, A PARADIGM SHIFT.

presented. Who will ever forget Irena Sailor clear precise message

Most of the presenters clearly demonstrated the state of the art of

delivered without any fear of contradiction or ambiguity? Who will ever

their subject and advances currently being made. The local

forget Markus Hurzeler utilising Howie Gluckman and Homa Zadeh to

organising committee deserves praise in providing the highest

act as bone and soft tissue and himself the graft tunneling into a passive

standard of Audio-Visual systems with crystal clear screens

area. He brought the house down as did the remaining speakers Giorgio
Tabanella; Peet van der Vyver; Hiroyuki Kibayashi; Marioki Fujitani
and Peter van der Meulen.

Day one featured interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary aspects
illustrating current concepts. Disciplines covered extended from
composite resin protocols to the state of the art software
manipulation of Cad-cam structures. Osseous and soft tissue
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PRESENTER PARTICIPATION
A Paradigm Shift in Interactive Presentation

Ah Howie !! You will be my Soft Tissue

And you Homa will be my bone

And I will be the graft

Ah –perfect passive relaxed harmony- winner
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Workshops
Chance to show what you could do
Under the combined guidance of main auditorium
presenters and our partners from the Dental Trade
Companies numerous hands-on workshops were
provided. These were overprescribed and proved to
be
a

highly popular adjunct to the main scientific
programs.
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A montage of Enjoyment,
Friendship and
Camaraderie
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More Enjoyment,
Friendship and
Camaraderie
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AND SO WE
END !!!
TURNING
OUR LARGE BOW
to Nagoya, Japan
21-23 September, 2017
REMEMBER THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING
CHICAGO, 26TH FEBRUARY 2016
ROOM AND VENUE TO BE ANNOUNCED
DAVID KLAFF
SECRETARY
IFED
AMANDA POURBAKHTIARI
ADMINISTRATIVE SEVRETARY
infoifed@gmail.com
dklaff@mac.com
IFED, 28 Wimpole Street, London W1G 8GW
Tel: +44 207 636 9933
Cell: +44 7590013057

Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et
ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; In vestibulum
accumsan quam. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit. Fusce vitae ipsum
vehicula neque vehicula mattis. Pellentesque
bibendum scelerisque ligula. Nulla ut nisl at nulla

